Cypherbridge® Systems
uFTP™ Embedded FTP Toolkit
Features

Overview
The Cypherbridge Systems uFTP Toolkit implements standards based FTP file
transfer protocols. It is integrated with the uSSL SDK to add FTPS secure
transfer modes to an embedded platform. The uFTP library supports standard
RFC 959 (non-protected mode) transfers, PASV and PORT modes, plus TLS
implicit and RFC 2228 and 4217 explicit AUTH and PROT transfers.
The Cypherbridge Systems uSSL SDK is a compact, portable ANSI C software
stack implementing standards based SSL, TLS 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2, PKI X.509
certificates, crypto, hashing, and network protocols. The uSSL SDK implements
the security layers used for uFTP protected modes.
.
The system application
interfaces to the uFTP
API,
including
server
connect,
disconnect,
directory commands, and
file get and put transfer
commands.
The
uFTP
Library
processes FTP transfers
and interfaces with the
uSSL SDK secure sockets
API

The uFile API implements
a portable interface layer
to the local file system. It
supports stdio file APIs,
and can be mapped to
proprietary file system
functions. Target system
typically supports SD or
USB removable media.

Flexible TLS certificate
loading API from ROM, RAM
or file
RFC compliant design
Interoperates with FTP
servers including vsFTPd,
Filezilla Server, and IIS.
Server configuration files
and instructions can be used
to quickly set up a server.

Lightweight ANSI C toolkit
has compact footprint for
embedded systems
Thread-free and RTOS
independent
The uFTP Client interactive
command line client interfaces
to the uFTP API as a drop-in
client, or to test uFTP APIs for
integration
with
system
application.

Interoperates
with
standard FTP servers
hosted on Linux and
Windows.

Complete set of directory
and file commands

Diagnostic trace log output
for debug and support

uSSL SDK provides the
security
and
network
protocol processing.
It
includes
a
BSP
abstraction layer to the
system TCP stack.

X.509 certificates can be
loaded from ROM, RAM
or file system for server
authentication.

Secure transfer files
between embedded system
and server

Supports IAR, Keil, GCC
and all other toolchains

The client includes build
options with pre-tested server
connection profiles for TLS
explicit, implicit, PORT and
PASV modes.
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